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Abstract
It is essential to objectively test how well policy models predict real world behavior. The method used
to support this assertion involves the review of three SD policy models emphasizing the degree to which
the model was able to fit the historical outcome data and how well model-predicted outcomes matched
real world outcomes as they unfolded. Findings indicate that while historical model agreement is a
favorable indication of model validity, the act of making predictions without knowing the actual data,
and comparing these predictions to actual data, can reveal model weaknesses that might be overlooked
when all of the available data is used for model development. Although this finding is based on just
three cases, the value of using prediction to validate models, as recommended by leaders in the field, is
compellingly demonstrated. The implication for decision makers is to be cautious about analyses made
using models that have been tested only against historical data. The primary contribution is to clearly
demonstrate the oft-prescribed but less often performed validation method of testing model
predictions against reality.
Keywords: model testing, fishery management, intracranial pressure, drug abuse
1. Introduction
Models must, of course, be well suited to their intended application. Consequently models used to
evaluate the potential ramifications of alternative policies must be able to predict to some useful degree
how the system is likely to respond to these alternative policies. An important part of the testing
process for such models is to determine how well the model can accomplish this task. This means
measuring not only how well the model fits and explains the past behavior, but also how well the model
can project behavior into the future. This paper advocates that for models used in this fashion the
discrepancy between model calculations and actual data--both historical and predicted—should be
calculated and reviewed. This recommendation is fully consistent with recommendations in the SD
literature that models be subjected to a wide array of model tests pertinent to their intended
application.
This paper asserts that policy models should be tested to determine the degree to which the important
mechanisms governing dynamic behavior have been captured. A compelling way to do this would be to
predict how the system will behave in the future, over the time period of interest for policy analysis, and
then compare the model prediction to actual behavior as the future unfolds.

Of course, it might be possible to fully blind oneself to the recent past, and then create/calibrate the
model based only on data regarding the more distant past, and then use the model predict the recent
past. This is a sound idea as long as the modeler is truly blind to the recent past. This concern regarding
the modeler being blind to the metrics being predicted is lessened somewhat when an automated
calibration method is used, such as employing a heuristic search algorithm to determine parameter
values that maximize fitness of the model calculated results to reference behavior data (regarding the
more distant past in the preceding example).
However, when models are calibrated manually by the modeler, as is often the case with SD-based
policy models with multiple outcome variables, it is very easy for the modeler’s choices regarding
parameters values and equations to be influenced by subjective knowledge of that which is being
predicted. The modeler might have glanced at a graph before being blinded, or might hear something
on the news indicating how the future might be unfolding. Even if the modeler very conscientiously
strives to disregard such information, they could nevertheless be subconsciously influenced.
Therefore the most compelling model prediction tests involve predicting future behavior, and then
waiting until the future unfolds in order to complete the test. If the prediction period is the recent past
that is currently unknown, then it could be possible to wait until after the model predictions have been
made before proceeding to acquire the reference behavior data pertaining to the recent past.
Section 2 provides a brief summary of key literature on model testing and using prediction testing for
model validation. The primary method used to support the paper’s assertion, discussed in Section 3, is
to examine three specific cases where system dynamics models were developed, calibrated against
reference data, and used to make predictions. In each case, additional data was collected to in order to
determine the accuracy of the predictions. The topics of the cases are fisheries management (Wakeland
2007), elevated intracranial pressure following traumatic brain injury (Wakeland 2009), and the
diversion and misuse of pain medicine (Wakeland 2012, 2013). Section 4 summarizes the results, and
Section 5 provides discussion, interpretation, and conclusions.
2. Background
Model testing was historically referred to as model verification and validation, but more recently
authors have shifted emphasis away from validation in order to avoid the possible impression that a
model can be declared valid or invalid by running a set of tests. Instead we say that a model has been
well tested or that we have established the applicable domain for which the model performs well.
Within in SD field model testing has received considerable attention from its inception and recently (cf
Barlas 1996, Coyle and Exelby 2000, Sterman 2000, Saysel and Barlas 2006, Groesser and Schwaninger
2012). The concept of testing a model’s predictive capability is discussed in some detail, but few
examples have been provided.

3. Method
For each of the three cases examined, the context is summarized, including key aspects of the model,
the model calibration approach, and information regarding how well the model calculated results fit the
reference behavior.
3.1 Fishery Regulation
A fisheries management case study is appropriate because fishery regulatory agencies have found that
stopping the decline of fish populations is very challenging, and therefore many models have been built
to address this challenge. Populations of rockfish, for example, dropped dramatically in recent decades;
and, since 1983, rockfish landings have decreased 78% and catch limits for various species of rockfish
have been reduced by 78%-89%. In 2000, the West Coast ground fish fisheries were declared a federal
disaster (Ecoworld 2000). The decline in fish stocks is considered by many to be the consequence of
ineffective natural resource management and short-term policies that resulted in a larger fishing fleet
than could be supported long term.
Mathematics, statistics, computer simulation, and System Dynamics (SD) have all been used to model
fishery management systems. Schaefer (1954) provided the classic dynamic (differential equation)
model for fish biomass as a function of pristine (unfished) biomass, intrinsic rate of increase, fishing
effectiveness, and fishing effort. Applications of SD to fisheries management are plentiful (c.f., Ruth and
Lindholm 1996, Holland and Brazee 1996, Dudley and Soderquist 1999, Ford 1999, van den Belt 1999,
Dudley 2003, Jentoft 2003, Moxnes 1998, 2000, 2004, 2005, Brekke and Moxnes 2003), Wakeland, et al
2003, and Wakeland 2007).
3.1.1. Fishery Regulation Case Model
This case describes an SD model of the Pacific yellowtail rockfish developed in 2003 based on data up
through 2000. The model included fish populations, fishery regulation, and fishing activity, including the
degree of compliance with regulations. Many parameter values for the model were taken from the
literature and from reports published by the Pacific Fisheries Management Council (Pcouncil 2003).
Other parameters were estimated by calibrating the model to best fit to a portion of the reference data.
Findings from the research supported the generally accepted rules of thumb regarding maximum
sustainable yield, suggested that more frequent updates to acceptable biological catch based on more
frequent stock assessment studies would help to stabilize the fishery, and noted that shortening
management response time for adjusting fleet capacity would also be highly beneficial. and then
updated in early 2007 using this same data. Figure 1 shows a high level causal loop diagram for the
model.

Figure 1. High level cause loop diagram for the fisheries case study model

The model was initialized in steady state circa 1980, and tested to determine parameter sensitivity and
the domain of applicability of the model, which is established by finding the extreme values at which the
model ceases to function properly. The model was then run for a 20-year period in order to
endogenously calculate values for the outcome variables from 1980 to 2000. Six model parameters were
adjusted experimentally to achieve the best fit to the historical data for this period. Table 1 lists the
parameters that were adjusted, their plausible range, and their final values.
Table 1: Fishery case model parameters adjusted to achieve best fit with historical Metrics
Parameter
Surviving into juveniles per spawner w healthy ocean (#)
Recruit base annual mortality fraction (#)
Initial value for Mature Fish (#)
Pre '85 enforcement fraction (#)
Fishers Participation Change Response Time (Yrs.)
trip limit effectiveness divisor (fish/vessel)

Plausible
Range
1-5
.1 - .3
20 – 30M
.5 - .8
2–5
200 – 300K

Final
Value
3.5
.23
27M
.7
3
250K

Model versus actual data was plotted for the three key metrics: spawning biomass (Biomass), acceptable
biological catch (ABC), and Harvest; and the mean absolute percentage error (MAPE) was calculated for
each metric. Figure 2 shows model results vs. actual data for Biomass, ABC, and Harvest. MAPE was 35%
for Biomass, 24% for ABC, and 27% for Harvest.
Predicted values for the key metrics for the period from 2001 to 2005 were saved for use in subsequent
analyses (Section 4.1.1).

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 2. Model fitness for key metrics: Biomass (a), ABC (b), and Harvest (c)

3.2. Intracranial Pressure (ICP) Case
This case is relevant because outcomes for elevated ICP following traumatic brain injury (TBI) remain
mixed despite many scientific and clinical advances, and TBI remains leading cause of death and
disability in children, with the death rate for severe TBI ranging from 30-45% at major children’s
hospitals (White 2002). Although many sophisticated computer models have been created (see
Wakeland 2008 for a review), much of the necessary data remain difficult to obtain. Researchers have
estimated parameters by calibrating them to fit patient-specific clinical data (cf., Ursino and Lodi 1997,
Ursino and Magosso 2001, Wakeland et al. 2005, Hu et al. 2007), and, in some cases, excellent results
have been reported (Ursino, Lodi, Russo 2000 and Ursino, Minassian, Lodi et al. 2000). However, prior to
Wakeland et al (2009) no study had reported the capability of these models to make predictions,
although sometimes model calculations have been referred to as predictions when the aim was to
match (“predict”) reference data (e.g., Ursino, Minassian Lodi et al. 2000).
A system dynamics model of intracranial pressure dynamics was developed during the period from 2003
to 2006 and calibrated to specific patients based on prospective data that were collected from pediatric
patients being treated for traumatic brain injury. Under an IRB-approved protocol, the patients were
given mild challenges (by changing the head of their bed from zero to 30 degrees and vice versa, and
changing their respiration rate to create mild hyper-ventilation and mild hypo-ventilation.), and their
physiological responses carefully measured and recorded (Wakeland et al. 2005). The objective was to
determine if patient-specific models could be created that could predict the patient ICP response to
interventions. Such models could be used to evaluate potential treatments in-silico prior to being
administered to patients.
Data was collected on nine TBI patients and included 24 testing sessions in total. Data from early in a
single long session or from prior sessions was used to estimate patient-specific parameter values. This
was done using an algorithm (see Figure 5) that minimized the squared error between the modelsimulated ICP values for a specific “challenge” session and the actual ICP during the session. Another
approach could be to use Kalman filters as reported by Hu et al. (2007). The resulting patient-specific
models were used to predict patient’s ICP response to similar but different interventions at other points
in time, either later in the same session or during subsequent sessions.

3.2.1 ICP Dynamic Model
Figure 3 shows the primary stocks and flows in the ICP dynamic model. The model was developed using
an SD modeling package, subjected to a fully battery of sensitivity tests (Wakeland and Hoarfrost 2006),
and then implemented in Matlab (Figure 4) in order to estimate the patient specific parameters using
the process shown in Figure 5. The algorithm adjusted the following ten parameters in order to achieve
best fit between the model-calculated ICP and the ICP data collected for the patient during a particular
challenge:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Autoregulation factor (smooth muscle compliance effect) • Basal cranial volume
CSF drainage rate • Hematoma increase rate
∆ pressure time constant (a smoothing parameter associated with HOB elevation change)
ETCO2 time constant (a smoothing parameter associated with RR changes)
Smooth muscle gain (a multiplicative factor related to the impact of smooth muscle tension)
Systemic venous pressure • “Baseline” ICP • Pressure volume index (PVI)

Figure 3. Primary stocks and flows in the ICP dynamic model

Figure 6 shows the actual ICP data that were collected for the 24 challenge episodes with the patientspecific ICP model-calculated ICP superimposed. In some cases model fitness was very good and in
other cases not good at all. Overall, the average mean absolute error (MAE) in the model-calculated ICP
was 1.9 mmHg compared to an avg. mean absolute deviation (MAD) of 3.1 mmHg. Thus, the overall
MAE/MAD is .61, which is not great, but could be potentially clinically useful.
Table 2 gives additional details regarding the fit (MAE/MAD), for each patient, by type of challenge, by
the number of challenges given during a session, by the length of the session, and by the mean ICP
during the session. These data show that model fitness is highly variable by patient, better for
respiration rate challenges, better for short sessions, and better for sessions in which ICP is only mildly
elevated. Overall, these results were considered to be encouraging.

Figure 4. Simulink diagram of ICP dynamic model used for parameter estimation and prediction

Figure 5. Parameter estimation process for create patient-specific ICP dynamic models
[moved to supplement due to size constraints]
Figure 6. Observed and modeled intracranial pressure (ICP) using individually fit parameter values. The observed
ICP waveform is the green jagged trace. The modeled ICP is the nonjagged blue trace. The traces at the bottom
show changes in the head-of-bed (dotted) and ventilation rate (dashed)

Table 2. Model fitness errors (MAE/MAD) grouped by patient, by type of challenge, by the number of challenges in
a session, and by the mean ICP for the session.

3.3. Opioid Diversion and Abuse Policy Model Case
The objective of the study considered in this third case was to develop a system dynamics model of the
medical use of pharmaceutical opioids to treat pain, and the associated diversion and nonmedical use of
these drugs. Motivation stemmed from a dramatic rise in the nonmedical use of pharmaceutical opioid
pain medicine (Compton and Volkow 2006, Warner et al. 2011). Despite the increasing prevalence of
negative outcomes, such as non-fatal and fatal overdoses, nonmedical use of pharmaceutical opioids
remains largely unabated by government policies and regulations (Fishman et al. 2004).
SD models have frequently been applied to study health policy issues (c.f., Homer 1993, Jones et al.
2006, Cavana and Tobias 2008, Milstein et al. 2010). Figure 7 provides a sense of the structure of the SD
model employed in third case. The model has seven state variables, 90 support variables including
outcome metrics and policy variables, and 40 parameters. The research relied on secondary data
obtained from the literature (c.f., Degenhardt et al. 2004, Fisher et al. 2004, Manchikanti et al. 2006,
Warner et al. 2009) and from other public sources, such as the National Survey on Drug Use and Health
and the CDC, for the period 1995 to 2008 (c.f., Colliver et al. 2006, SAMHSA 2007, Governale 2008).
Twelve of the parameters have direct empirical support, and indirect support was identified in the
literature for another seventeen. An expert panel provided recommendations regarding the model
structure and the remaining model parameters. The model was subjected to a full battery of tests, with

sensitivity testing being particularly informative. All but two of the highly influential parameters had at
least some degree of empirical support.
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Figure 7. Diagrams illustrating key aspects of the opioid policy model. (a) A high level diagram showing the three
model sectors and their interconnections. (b) Details the Nonmedical Use Sector to illustrate the approach

The model was calibrated experimentally by adjusting parameter values within their plausible range.
Parameters with solid empirical support were not changed. Figure 8 shows the degree of fitness of the
model to the reference data for the annual number of persons who initiated nonmedical use of
pharmaceutical opioids, the total population on nonmedical opioid users, and opioid-related overdose
deaths. Model fitness was acceptable for the user populations, with errors of 9% and 10%, but was less
satisfying for overdose deaths, with 22% error.
(b)

(a)
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Figure 8: Opioid model fitness to reference behavior data. (a) Number of individuals initiating nonmedical opioid
use per year (Mean Absolute Percentage Error [MAPE] 10%). (b) total nonmedical users of prescription opioids
(MAPE 9%), (c) total prescription opioid overdose deaths per year (MAPE 22%).

The model was then run out to 2015 to serve as the baseline for policy analysis. The baseline forecast
will be evaluated in Section 4.3 to determine the accuracy of the model’s predictions. In the primary
study, the impact of simulated interventions were tested and compared.
4. Results

For each case study, the baseline predictions made by the model are presented next, along with the
approach used to obtain the additional data needed to assess prediction accuracy, and then each
model’s prediction accuracy is determined and explained.

4.1. Results for Fisheries Model Case
Data was acquired in mid-2007 regarding the predicted five-year period. These data were from two
sources, the Pacific Fisheries Management Council website (Pcouncil 2007) and its Final Environmental
Impact Statement (FEIS 2007), plus the Status of the Yellowtail Rockfish in 2004 (Yellowtail 2005). Table
3 provides the revised data for key variables that were gleaned from these recently released documents.
Also of interest in the recently released documents was the statement that since 2003, commercial
fishing for yellowtail rockfish has been substantially curtailed because this fishery co-occurs with other
fisheries that are classified as depleted: the canary rockfish and widow rockfish (FEIS 2007, pg. 259).
Table 3: New Data from 2005 and 2006 Reports (Metric Tons)

Harvest
1992
1995
1998
1999
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007

3735
2142
1260
551
618
892

Spawning
Biomass
18,000
15,822
15,735
16,955
17,909
18,467
18,783
16,324
17686
16915

ABC

MSY (OY)

Decision Table
Moderate Catch
(F50%)

Likely
Biomass

4680 (4548)

4940
4743
4634

17,232
16,169
15,717

3539
3146
3146
3146
4320
4320

Sp.

Table 3 also provides revised estimates for actual spawning biomass for the years 1992, 1995, and 1998.
The original data points for these years were suspect due to their very high degree of variability (see
Figure 2a). The revised data are much more plausible (see Figure 9a). Finally, Table 3 also shows MSY
and OY (maximum sustainable yield and optimum yield) for 2006, and reasonable allowable catch
estimates for 2005 to 2007. These are provided for comparison to model predictions since harvest had
been suspended.
4.1.1. Model Prediction Error
Figure 9 shows the actual biomass, ABC, and harvest up to the present (2007), along with the fitted and
predicted values from the model.
Table 4 compares the average model fit error and model prediction error for each key metric. The
MAPE for Biomass fit error was revised to 19% instead of 35% based on the revised actual data shown in

Table 6. Prediction error for spawning biomass was actually less than its model fit error, which is not
typically the case.
Given the fact that the fishery was closed to fishing for reasons totally external to the model, the model
could not have predicted the harvest accurately. Nevertheless, the prediction test revealed model
weaknesses that had previously not been detected and showed compellingly that model modifications
(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 9. Predicted and actual Biomass, ABC, and Harvest. Please focus on the “Model II” traces and ignore the
Model I traces.
Table 4: Model Fit and Model Prediction Mean Absolute Percentage Errors

Model Fit Error
Model Prediction Error

Spawning Biomass
19%
14%

ABC
24%
51%

Harvest
27%
601%

N
20
6 for Harvest, 8 for SB and ABC

would be necessary before the model could confidently be used to evaluate policy scenarios. In
particular, the model scope would need to be changed to include other fish species caught with the
same type of gear, since regulators take this into account.
4.2. Results for ICP Dynamic Model Case
To measure the model’s prediction capability, for sessions in which multiple challenges were given, the
patient’s response to initial challenges within the session were used to estimate parameter values, and
the resulting model was then used to predict the patient response to the later challenges. Figure 10
shows four selected sample results from this process.

Figure 10. Each plot shows the ability of the model to predict intracranial pressure (ICP) within a selected session.
Seg. A was used to estimate parameter values for the model, and the ICP was calculated for both Seg. A and Seg. B
using these parameters (blue, solid line). The green, jagged line is the observed ICP. A vertical bar separates the
two segments. The dotted and dashed lines show the changes in head-of-bed and respiration rate, respectively.

Table 5 summarizes the overall results of the within-session prediction tests. The average mean absolute
prediction error (MAE) was a disappointing 4.0 mmHg, and the average MAE/MAD ratio was an even
more disappointing 1.9.
Table 5. Within-session prediction test results by patient. Best fit is the MAE/MAD for the training sub-segment
and predicted is the MAE/MAD for the predicted sub-segment. N is the number of sessions.
Patient

Best Fit

Predicted

N

P004
P006
P007
P201
P202
P204
P205
P206
P207
Total

.43
.48
.83
1.81
.38
.81
.76
.62
.94
.82

1.88
.59
3.49
1.79
3.50
2.57
1.43
1.61
1.03
1.90

3
5
3
4
2
2
1
1
1
22

Next, the prediction error between sessions was determined by using the parameters estimated in a
prior session to make predictions for how the patient would respond in subsequent sessions (see Table
6). Overall, the MAE was 6.7 mmHg, which is too poor be even remotely clinically useful, with the
average MAE/MAD being 2.41.
Table 6. Prediction error between sessions. N is the number of predictions made.
Patient
P004
P006
P007
P201
P202
Overall

Prediction Error (MAE/MAD)
1.93
1.99
2.34
2.99
2.88
2.41

N
6
10
3
6
6
31

4.3. Results for Opioid Policy Model Case
Since the original baseline predictions were made in 2011, reference data has become available for
2009-2013. Figure 11 shows plots of the model prediction compared to the actual data for the three key
outcome variables. The errors in the population variables are roughly comparable to the model fitness

error for these variables (10%/7% for Initiation, and 9%/14% for User Population). The prediction error
for deaths was remarkably small compared to the associated model fitness error (22%/3%).
5. Discussion
For each case, reasons are considered that might explain why the predictions were accurate or
inaccurate, and what these findings imply regarding the utility of the model, next steps that might be
(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 11. Prediction Error for Opioid Policy Model. (a) Nonmedical opioid usage initiation, mean absolute percenttage error [MAPE] 7%. (b) Nonmedical User population MAPE 14%. (c) Pharmaceutical opioid deaths MAPE 3%.

indicated, and the key learnings. A synthesis of the findings across all three cases is provided, limitations
of the study are discussed, and overall conclusions are summarized.
5.1. Fisheries Case Discussion
One possible explanation for poor predictive performance for the fisheries model with regard to ABC,
despite have predicted spawning biomass reasonably accurately, is that the model did not capture the
logic used by regulatory agencies. Small changes can have a significant effect on the numbers. For
example, with the current levels of spawning biomass, regulatory practice would allow “normal fishing,”
meaning that ABC would be 18% of mature fish. However, if the regulators chose to leave the fishery in
the “precautionary” category, ABC would be 12% of the mature fish. This difference would be sufficient
to explain the model prediction error for ABC.
As is nearly always the case when using the System Dynamics method, the process of creating and
working with the models was at least as useful and informative as the actual numerical results. It
became clear to the researcher while working with the model that the yellowtail rockfish fishery is
recovering nicely from the over fishing that took place during the early 1980’s. The researcher also
gained a heightened appreciation for the delicate balance that exists between the fish, the fishers, and
the regulatory process. Several parameters are critical to maintaining this balance, including those
shown in Table 1, especially the Fishers Participation Change Response Time.
This case study raises doubts regarding the prospects for endogenously modeling fishery regulation.
One challenge is the presence of exogenous events that impinge on the regulatory process, such as
closing a given fishery not because it is in danger, but rather because other fisheries that are co-mingled
with it are in danger. Another challenge is the fact that regulators use judgment when applying
regulatory rules, and do not (and should not) set rules based only on the numbers. This is a significant

challenge for those who seek to endogenously model the regulatory process, a finding that seems to be
disconcertingly supportive of the recent claim by Pilkey and Pilkey-Jarvis (2007) that environmental
scientists “cannot predict the future” even with (or perhaps more accurately, because of) their reliance
on quantitative models.

5.2. ICP Case Discussion
Model prediction error is far too large to be clinically useful. This is disappointing, especially since the
error in model fit to the historical data was much smaller. Obviously, caution warranted, and evidence
is mounting that a good fit between model calculated figures and historical data may not indicate that a
model will be able to make useful predictions. Certainly, prediction is hard, especially with respect to
human physiology, which is notoriously non-stationary. A given patient might respond one way to a
given test on day one and exactly the opposite to the same test at a later time. This was true for the
prospective data collected to support the research project.
Ultimately, the research to develop patient-specific models to inform treatment was not pursued due to
the high degree of intra-patient variability. Certainly this variability is well-known to clinicians, and can
be seen directly in the data, but it was the attempt to make predictions that forced the researchers to
recognize the problem and to revise their expectations.
5.3. Opioid Case Discussion
While the five year prediction errors of 7%, 14%, and 3% seem quite respectable, a look at Figure 11
shows that the prediction captured neither the reduction in the initiation rate over time nor the
reduction in the size of the nonmedical user population over time. Actually this might not be a bad
thing. The baseline model assumed no change in policies, whereas, in fact, in 2011 the most popular
pharmaceutical medicine for abuse, OxyContin© was re-issued in 2011 with an improved tamperresistant formulation, and all indications are that this new formulation is much harder to abuse and as a
result this medicine is no longer abused as it was in the past. Additionally, prescription drug monitoring
programs (Fishman et al. 2004) are now in place in all but one state, and these programs, which make it
possible for prescribers and pharmacies to check to see if patients might be receiving medicines from
multiple prescribers, are benefited from technology, and preliminary evidence indicates that prescribers
are being more cautious.
But it seems clear that for this particular case, making predictions and checking to see whether or not
the predictions are accurate was informative in ways that go well beyond the benefits of striving
primarily to replicate reference behavior.
5.4. Study Limitations

This study is based on three modeling projects that were initiated and led by a single researcher. It is
entirely possible that the findings are highly biased and non-representative. Future work should involve
a representative sample of researchers and make every effort to avoid biases and idiosyncrasies. The
method employed was subjective and did not involve the establishment of a refutable hypothesis
coupled with earnest effort to refute that hypothesis. It would be useful to use such an approach to test
the assertion that prediction tests represent the quintessential model test for SD-based policy models.

5.5. Conclusion
Overall, these results underscore the importance of measuring how well models actually fit the
reference data during the model testing phase. Furthermore, in situations where model objectives
include forward-looking policy evaluation, these tests should be extended to include determination of
prediction accuracy. In some cases, where automated calibration algorithms are used, it would be
sufficient to hold back part of the data and then to calibrate the model using a training subset of the
data, and then measuring how well model predictions fit the outcome data in the holdout sample that
was not used to inform the model calibration process. In other cases, one could deliberately remain
blind to recent outcome data, make predictions, then acquire the recent data, and compare model
predictions to the new data.
One would like to believe that a more complex model that reflects the complex web of interconnections
in the system could better capture the complex dynamics and therefore be able to more accurately
predict future behavior. Conventional wisdom, and likely empirical evidence, may suggest otherwise.
However, for forecasting purposes, simple models often do outperform complex models. The three
cases shown here could be construed as raising doubts about the utility of complex models. At the very
least the results are thought-provoking.
On the other hand, as these cases also demonstrate, complex SD models are capable of generating deep
insights into structure and behavior that are likely not possible with simple non-parametric models. The
point of this paper is not to say that SD models should be used for making predictions, but rather that
prediction testing is an ideal way to test policy analysis-oriented models to determine whether or not
they are ready to be employed for their intended purpose.
Interesting questions come to mind. Does “policy analysis” require prediction? Certainly prescriptive
models (such as the ICP dynamics model) must be able to predict. But do policy analysis models need to
be able to make accurate predictions? Could a model with poor numerical predictive ability still be
capable of making useful qualitative predictions that lead to deep and useful insights? If so, how does a
modeler go about assessing the qualitative predictive capability of a dynamic model?
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